
Sustainability  - Marlene J. Morgan, Ed.D., OTR/L 

 

I incorporated sustainability into Occupational Therapy 240 – Activity Analysis I. OT 240 is an 
introduction to analysis, theory and application of activities and media used in occupational 
therapy treatment with children and adolescents. Principles of adaptation and grading activities 
as well as opportunities for students to select and teach activities are included.  The course 
consists of 2 hours of lecture and 2 hours of lab per week.  Students also participate in 10 or 
more hours of service learning throughout the course This course is offered in the sophomore 
year and builds on concurrent and earlier courses content (OT 140: Introduction to Occupational 
Therapy, OT 141: Theoretical Concepts and OT 256: Human Anatomy).  OT 240 contributes to 
the curriculum themes of life-span development, holistic and client-centered practice, valuing 
differences, active learning and reflective inquiry, service to the community and the development 
of professionalism.  Course assignments as well as clinical competence demonstrations provide 
opportunity for individual and group mentoring.  Knowledge and skills in understanding the 
roles, tasks, and activities of self and others, and in the analysis of activity at all developmental 
levels and in varying environments is essential to understanding how to effectively intervene to 
improve functional outcomes. I chose this course because it provided an opportunity to link 
several of the tenants of sustainability to occupational therapy practice. Specifically: choosing 
“green” and recycled options when selecting media and materials to be used in treatment 
sessions; the importance of setting goals that will enable clients to sustain gains made in therapy 
after discharge; and identifying components and tenants of sustainability in the documents that 
define OT as a profession.  

I presented a module in OT 240 that addressed the sustainability issues listed above.  

‐ I first presented the students with an Introduction and Reflection on Sustainability in a 
lecture and discussion format. The purpose of this Introduction and Reflection was to 
introduce students to the  key concepts of sustainability and to provide examples of how 
sustainability is expressed in current OT practice.  
 

‐ Next, students were provided with a series of questions designed to be included in a 
teaching assignment. The teaching assignment had been a long standing assignment in 
the course. The inclusion of the sustainability questions represented a new element. The 
purpose of including sustainability into the teaching assignment was to encourage 
students to integrate issues of economic, social and environmental sustainability when 
planning individual, group or population based activities. Each student designed, 
presented and carried out a teaching activity. Students met in small groups to discuss 
their findings.    
 
 

‐ Finally, students were given an assignment to complete a simple content analysis of  
selected documents that define the profession of OT (Occupational Therapy Practice 



Framework, The AOTA Centennial Vision and The OT Code of Ethics).  The purpose of 
this assignment was to encourage students to see  that  issues of sustainability are 
reflected in documents designed to reflect the purpose, practice and ethics of 
occupational therapy. Students completed a worksheet to aid in the content analysis and 
participated in a discussion to share their findings.  

 

Outcomes: 

‐ Each student completed a One Minute Paper which provided them with an opportunity to 
report key ideas and ask questions.  

‐ Each student designed and implemented a project for a group that included tenants of 
sustainability in the materials chosen and the design of the activity. 

‐ Each student completed a content analysis of key OT documents and was able to 
articulate tenants of sustainability that are included in the selected documents. 

 

 

Into the Future: 

‐ Concepts of sustainability can easily be included into additional OT courses: 
o OT 360 – Occupational Therapy Practice I – Pediatrics 
o OT 361 – Occupational Therapy Practice II – Psychosocial Rehabilitation 
o OT 460 – Occupational Therapy Practice III – Physical Rehabilitation 
o OT 440 – Management and Supervision 
o OT 451 – Hand Rehabilitation 
o OT 461 – Occupational Therapy Practice IV – Geriatrics 
o OT 475 – Advanced Therapeutic Techniques 
o  OT 501 – Leadership in Occupational Therapy 
o OT 575 – Community Based Practice 
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I. Course Description: 
 (Prerequisite: OT 141) Using occupational therapy theory and terminology students 
explore, experience and analyze occupation/activities from an emic (egocentric) 
perspective.  Principles of professionalism, teamwork, group leadership, adaptation, 
and reflection are addressed through experiential learning.  Two hours lecture, two 
hours lab/week, and ten hours of service learning. 

Relationship to Curriculum Design: 
This course is offered in the sophomore year and builds on concurrent and earlier courses content 
(OT 140: Introduction to Occupational Therapy, OT 141: Theoretical Concepts and OT 256: 
Human Anatomy).  OT 240 contributes to the curriculum themes of life-span development, 
holistic and client-centered practice, valuing differences, active learning and reflective inquiry, 
service to the community and the development of professionalism.  Course assignments as well 



as clinical competence demonstrations provide opportunity for individual and group mentoring.  
Knowledge and skills in understanding the roles, tasks, and activities of self and others, and in 
the analysis of activity at all developmental levels and in varying environments is essential to 
understanding how to effectively intervene to improve functional outcomes. 

I. Course Objectives: The student therapist will: 
 

ACOTE 
Standards 

Assessment Method 

A. Recognize that their own and others’ individual skills and 
competencies in activities, roles, and life tasks develop across the 
life span. 

B 1.5 
B 1.6 
 

Exams 
Teaching Labs 
Homework Assignments 
Service Learning Project 

B. Using the OT Practice Framework and the works of noted 
theorists in the field of occupational science, explain the meaning 
and dynamics of occupation and activity 

B.2.2 Exams 
Lab exercises/reflection 
Teaching Labs 
Homework Assignments 

C. Define and describe Occupational Therapy’s Domain of Concern; 
and understand that the interactive relationship among these 
variables determines performance success and characterizes 
holistic practice 

 B. 2.2, B 2.3 Exams 
Lab exercises/reflection 
Teaching Labs 
Homework Assignments 

D. Acquire an understanding of the variables that affect person-
activity-environment fit; to be able to match individuals, groups 
and population skills, abilities, and roles to the demands of the 
activity, and the characteristics of the physical, social and cultural 
environment. 

B. 1.8, B.2.2. Exams 
Teaching Labs 
Object History Assignment 
Homework Assignments 
Service Learning Project 

E. Develop skill in activity analysis through personal engagement, 
creative analysis and problem-solving 

B 1.2,  
B 2.8  
  

Teaching Labs 
Lab exercises/reflection 
Homework Assignments 
Service Learning Project 

F. Define essential terminology related to activity analysis B 2.2, B 2.4 Exams 
Teaching Labs 
Homework Assignments 
Service Learning Project 

G. Develop basic teaching skills and the ability to work with others 
through small group tasks, collaborative team projects, class 
discussions and oral presentations 

B. 5.17 Teaching Labs 
Service Learning Project 

H. Continue to develop professional skill in time management, 
dependability, taking initiative, clinical reasoning, and 
interpersonal and written communication and professionalism. 

B 1.2, B 1.3, 
 B 9.1 

Lab behaviors observation 
Object History Paper 
Service Learning Project 
Homework Assignments 

I. Nurture active learning habits and an attitude of inquiry  B 9.4,  Class Discussions 
Homework Assignments 
Teaching Lab 

This course meets the Accreditation Council for Occupational Therapy Education (ACOTE) Standards for an Accredited 
Education Program for the Occupational Therapist effective January 1, 2008, Sections listed above.  Additionally, this course 
meets Department Educational Goals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 13 in Occupational Therapy at The University of Scranton. 
 
 

II.  Course Requirements/Expectations of Students 
 
Student Performance: Each student will receive one grade at the end of the semester (The same 
grade will be issued to each student for both lecture and lab portions of the course.) reflecting his 
or her performance.  All assignments must be submitted for grading before a final grade is 
submitted to the registrar.  
 
Attendance 
  Attendance will be taken for each lecture and lab session.  Attendance for all sessions is 
expected of each student as the course is content rich and highly dependent upon the active 



participation of students to meet course objectives.  However, in the event a student must be 
absent due to unavoidable and unforeseen circumstance he or she is required to notify the 
instructor by telephone (941-4125) or via e-mail at mikam3@scranton.edu or 
lambertw2@scranton.edu 
  Students aware of an anticipated absence should inform the course instructor in writing (e-mail 
is acceptable).  Please refer to the Student Manual for information regarding excused vs. 
unexcused absences.  For students exhibiting habitual tardiness or absence (e.g. more than one 
occurrence) the course instructor will note the issue on the student’s Professional Development 
Assessment (PDA) form in addition to discussing the matter with the student. (see Grading 
Policy below)  
 
Professional Behaviors 
  Occupational therapists are evaluated with regard to knowledgeable, caring, efficient, and 
ethical performance within their practice settings.  To prepare for this challenge, students are 
expected to act ethically and professionally when interacting with peers, faculty and staff both 
inside and outside the classroom.  Inappropriate, unethical or unprofessional behaviors will be 
addressed according to the occupational therapy department’s Professional Behavior Policy.  
Students are also subject to other applicable policies (e.g. the University’s policy regarding 
Academic Honesty). 
 
Class Preparation/Participation 
Students in a professional program for occupational therapy are expected to invest in their 
education in the following ways: 

1. Come prepared to class having read the assigned readings, having followed any 
written/oral instructions given by professors and having completed written assignments. 

2. Make use of professor office hours for further discussion of course content, clarification 
of assignments and otherwise general advisement. 

3. Participate in class discussion by making comments or asking questions. 
 

Written Assignments 
 Students are expected to submit original written work that is prompt, clear, concise and 
appropriately referenced, when appropriate.  All written work should be in APA format (6th 
edition) unless otherwise directed. 
 
 
Oral Assignments 
  Students presenting oral assignments are expected to be prepared, knowledgeable of the subject 
matter, able to field questions and/or lead classmates in discussion, and professional in 
appearance and delivery.   
 
Dress Code 
Students are expected to dress for lab in appropriate attire.  The definition of appropriate attire 
may change throughout the semester as some lab activities will require students to participate in 
occupations which require particular items of clothing (i.e. sneakers for occupations requiring 
physical activity as in a game of tag, old t-shirt that may potentially become stained when finger 
painting, professional clinical attire during a fieldtrip to a hospital)  However, certain clothing 



items and accessories will be considered unacceptable regardless of the scheduled lab activities.  
They are as follows: 

1.  Unsafe footwear 
2. Revealing or distracting clothing (no showing undergarments, excessive skin on chest, 

legs, midriff, hips, buttocks) Students wearing such clothing will be addressed by faculty 
member in private and may be asked to leave class to change attire. 

3. Excessive jewelry (dangling necklaces, earrings, facial jewelry, rings that are raised are 
sharp) Given the nature of certain activities these items may pose a serious danger to 
students 

4. Students with long hair should be prepared to tie it back when safety is a concern (i.e. 
preparing food, working with power tools). 

This area will be graded under “Professional Behaviors” using the Professional Development 
Assessment form. 
 
Academic Integrity  
 The Department of Occupational Therapy adheres to the University of Academic Code of 
Honesty, and expects students, staff and faculty to follow the guidelines.  Additionally, the 
professional Occupational Therapy Code of Ethics is to be followed (see Student Manual).  
Suspected violations of these codes will be investigated as per university policy.  Penalties for 
academic dishonesty range from a failing grade to dismissal from the university.Grading Policy:  
Per department policy (see Professional Behavior Policy in the Student Manual), course 
instructors will note professional behaviors issues on the student’s Professional Development 
Assessment form.  For each course related occurrence noted, the student’s final overall course 
grade will be reduced 5 points.  Examples of behaviors that will noted on the PDA include 
tardiness, absence, minimal or uninformed participation in classroom discussions and wearing 
inappropriate attire, inappropriate, disrespectful, hurtful communication with others.  Students 
will be given a verbal warning (prior to formal documentation on PDA) regarding most 
professional behavior infractions with the exception of those behaviors which harm others. 
 
Academic Support  
Students must be proactive in requesting additional support from instructors.  Students are 
expected to make individual appointments with the course instructor as needed and as required 
for some course assignments.  Students are advised to seek support from the Center for Teaching 
and Learning Excellence for basic needs and tutoring sessions to reinforce learning. 
 
 Writing Center 
The Writing Center provides one-on-one consultations focused on improving your writing skills 
at all stages of the writing process. 

To meet with a writing consultant, stop by during the Writing Center’s regularly scheduled 
hours. You may also call (941-6147) for an appointment or request an appointment by 
completing the Writing Assistance Request Form online. Online Consultations are also available. 
For more information, see http://www.scranton.edu/writing-center. 
 
Accommodations  
 The Department of Occupational Therapy at The University of Scranton complies with all 
applicable laws and regulations with respect to accommodation of handicaps and disabilities as 



these terms are defined in law.  The University will provide reasonable accommodation so 
students can fully participate in curricular and extracurricular activities.  In order to receive 
appropriate accommodation, students with disabilities must register with the Center for Teaching 
and Learning Excellence and provide relevant documentation.  Students should discuss their 
particular needs with the course instructor in a timely manner.  No accommodations will be made 
for any student without the proper documentation.    
 
Students with Disabilities 

In order to receive appropriate accommodations, students with disabilities must register with the 
Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence and provide relevant and current medical 
documentation. Students should contact Mary Ellen Pichiarello (Extension 4039) or Jim Muniz 
(Extension 4218), 5th floor, St. Thomas Hall, for an appointment. For more information, see 
http://www.scranton.edu/disabilities. 
 

III. Teaching/Learning Experiences:   
OT 240: Activity Analysis I is the first in a two part series of courses. This series is designed to 
build students’ knowledge and skills in planning, executing and analyzing activities and 
occupations.  Participation and success in this series will prepare students to use activities and 
occupations therapeutically in future occupational therapy practice courses and during fieldwork.   
The following methods of teaching will be used:  Lecture, Demonstration, Discussion, and 
Active-learning via teaching labs, lab activities.  Additionally students will be required to 
participate in and complete experiential and reflective homework assignments to ensure 
integration of course material. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grading Scale 

Percent Letter Grade Grade Point University of Scranton Definition 

95-100 

91-94 

A 

A- 

4.00 

3.67 

Excellent 

(outstanding and/or original work) 

87-90 

83-86 

B+ 

B 

3.33 

3.00 

Good 



79-82 B- 2.67 

75-78 

71-74 

C+ 

C 

2.33 

2.00 

Passing 

67-70 

63-66 

59-62 

C- 

D+ 

D 

1.67 

1.33 

1.00 

Passing but well below average 

0-58 F 0.00 Failure 

 
 

Assessment Type Percentage of Final Grade 
Final Exam 15% 

Mid-term Exam 15% 

Quizzes (5) 20% (total) 

Service Learning Report 10% 

Teaching Lab Presentation 10% 

Object History Paper 10% 

Activity Analysis Lab Reports/Homework 
Assignments (10 total) 

20% 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Assignments: 



Exams (30% of total grade):  An objective, comprehensive mid-term and final exam will be 
conducted.  Items on these exams will require students to analyze and synthesize course content. 

Quizzes (20% of total grade):  Five intermittent quizzes on course content will be conducted 
throughout the semester to assess students’ knowledge of basic content.  

Teaching Lab Presentation (10% of total grade): Small groups of randomly assigned student 
members will lead classmates in the engagement of an activity/occupation related to that 
particular class meeting’s content.  Through a series of specific stages identified by Doris Pierce 
in Occupation by Design student group leaders will design, implement and evaluate the 
effectiveness of the occupational experience.  Students will submit a report of their design 
process and evaluation. 

Service Learning Report (10% of total grade):  Students will serve a minimum of 10 hours at 
a non-health care related site performing duties regularly delegated to volunteers of the chosen 
agencies.  Upon completion of their service hours students will submit a comprehensive 
occupational analysis of a particular occupation/activity he/she or another volunteer/employee 
performed at the site. 

Object History Paper (10% of total grade): Students will submit a 3-5 page paper regarding a 
selected object and its significance as it relates to engaging in occupation. 

Activity Analysis Lab Reports (8 % of total grade):  Students upon engaging in student led 
teaching lab occupations will submit a total of 4 activity analysis lab reports. 

Homework Assignments (12% of total grade): Students will complete a total of 6 homework 
assignments each with a particular focus essential for either developing skill in 
occupation/activity analysis or for developing as an occupational therapy professional.  Students 
will be asked to present their homework orally and/or in writing. 

 

 

 

 

OT 240 Activity Analysis Fall 2009 Topic Outline 

The course instructor reserves the right to alter the topic outline  
for the purpose of best meeting course objectives 

Date Topic Readings for Today Assignments Due Today 
Lecture 8/24/2009 Introductions and Course 

Review 
 

  



Lab 8/25/2009  Exploring Potential 
Activity Lab (Fidler) 

 
 
 

 

Lecture 8/26/2009 What is Occupation? 
What is Activity? 
 

Occupation by Design 
Chapters 1 and 2 

 

Lecture 8/31/2009 What is Occupation? 
What is Activity? 

 

Texture of Life 
Chapter 1 

 

Lab 9/1/2008 Professional Behaviors 
(Professional 

Development Assessment 
(PDA) form to be 

introduced) 
 

Symbolization: Making 
Meaning for Self and 

Society 

 
 
 
 
 
Electronic Reserve Article 

From Activities: Reality 
and Symbol by 
Fidler/Velde 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Bring a meaningful 
symbolic object to class 

today for “Show and 
Tell” 

Lecture 9/2/2009 OT Practice Framework 
2nd Edition 
overview 

Electronic Reserve Article 
OT Practice Framework: 
Domain and Process 2nd 

Edition 
 

Quiz #1 
(Print a hard copy of this 

document and bring it 
with you to each class.) 

Lecture 9/7/2009  Labor Day   
Lab 9/8/2009 OT Practice Framework Areas of Occupation 

Context and Environment 
Performance Patterns 

 
 

 

Lecture 9/9/2009 OT Practice Framework 
 

 

Performance Skills 
Activity Demands 

Client Factors 
 

Homework #1A Due 
(Initial PDA) 

Lecture 9/14/2009 Client Factors Vocabulary  Quiz #2 
Lab 9/15/2009 Client Factors Vocabulary  

 
 

 

Lecture 9/16/2009 Notion of Balance 
 

Service Learning 
Assignment to be 

discussed 
 

 Occupation by Design 
Chapter 3 

 
 

 

Homework #2 Due 
 

Lecture 9/21/2009 Significance of Objects 
(Discussion of 
Assignment) 

Electronic Reserve Article 
The Language of Objects 

By Fidler 
 

Quiz #3 

Lab 9/22/2009 Activity Analysis 
Introduction of Activity 

Analysis Form 
 
 

Texture of Life 
Chapter 4  
pp.69-73 

 

 

Lecture 9/23/2009 Sustainability 
 

To Be Announced 
Presented by Marlene 

 



 Morgan 
Lecture 9/28/2009 Sustainability To Be Announced 

Presented by Marlene 
Morgan 

Homework #3 Due 

Lab  9/29/2009 Sample Teaching Lab  
 
 

 

Lecture 9/30/2009 Restoration/Self-Care Occupation by Design 
Chapter 6  

 

Lecture 10/5/2009 Restoration/Self-Care Center for Health 
Education and Wellness 

  

Lab 10/6/2009 Restoration Lab       Homework #4 Due 
Lecture 10/7/2009   

 
Mid-term Exam 

10/12/2009 Fall Break   
10/13/2009 Fall Break   
10/14/2009 Service Learning Day   

Lecture 10/19/2009 Professionalism To be announced Object History Paper Due 
Lab 10/20/2009 Teaching Lab #1 

(Restoration/Self-Care) 
  

Lecture 10/21/2009 Pleasure and Play Occupation by Design 
Chapter 5 

 

Lecture 10/26/2009 Pleasure and Play   
Lab 10/27/2009 Play Lab  Homework #5 Due 

Lecture 10/28/2009 Pleasure and Play Texture of Life 
Chapter 13 

 

Lecture 11/2/2009 Pleasure and Play   
Lab 11/3/2009 Teaching Lab #2 

(Play/Pleasure) 
 
 
 

 

Lecture 11/4/2009 Productivity and Work Occupation by Design 
Chapter 4 

 

Lecture 11/9/2009 Productivity and Work  Activity Analysis Lab 
Report (submit 
electronically) 

Quiz #4 
Lab 11/10/2009 Teaching Lab #3 

(Play/Pleasure) 
  

Lecture 11/11/2009 Productivity and Work Texture of Life 
Chapter 14 

 

Lecture 11/16/2009 Productivity and Work  Activity Analysis Lab 
Report (submit 
electronically) 

Lab 11/17/2009 Productivity Lab  
 
 

Homework #6 Due 

Lecture11/18/2009 Productivity and Work  Quiz #5 
Lecture 11/23/2009 Evolution of Today’s 

Occupational Patterns 
Occupation by Design 

Chapter 8 
 

Lab 11/24/2009 Teaching Lab #4   
 
 

Lecture 11/30/2009 Service Learning 
Reflection 

 Activity Analysis Lab 
Report due (submit 

electronically) 



Service Learning 
Occupational Analysis 

Due 
Lab  12/1/2008 Teaching Lab #5   

Lecture 12/2/2009 Professional Development 
Reflection 

 Homework #1B (PDA) 
Growth reflection due 

Lecture 12/7/2009 Final Exam Review  Activity Analysis Lab 
Report due (submit 

electronically) 
Final Exam Week   Final Exam 

 

 

 


